Automated use of mutagenesis data in structure prediction.
In the absence of experimental structural determination, numerous methods are available to indirectly predict or probe the structure of a target molecule. Genetic modification of a protein sequence is a powerful tool for identifying key residues involved in binding reactions or protein stability. Mutagenesis data is usually incorporated into the modeling process either through manual inspection of model compatibility with empirical data, or through the generation of geometric constraints linking sensitive residues to a binding interface. We present an approach derived from statistical studies of lattice models for introducing mutation information directly into the fitness score. The approach takes into account the phenotype of mutation (neutral or disruptive) and calculates the energy for a given structure over an ensemble of sequences. The structure prediction procedure searches for the optimal conformation where neutral sequences either have no impact or improve stability and disruptive sequences reduce stability relative to wild type. We examine three types of sequence ensembles: information from saturation mutagenesis, scanning mutagenesis, and homologous proteins. Incorporating multiple sequences into a statistical ensemble serves to energetically separate the native state and misfolded structures. As a result, the prediction of structure with a poor force field is sufficiently enhanced by mutational information to improve accuracy. Furthermore, by separating misfolded conformations from the target score, the ensemble energy serves to speed up conformational search algorithms such as Monte Carlo-based methods.